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Abstract. In this paper we describe two approaches to integrating standalone
information processing techniques into a semantic application capable of acquiring and maintaining knowledge. We distinguish between integration
through aggregation and through choreographing, and argue that the latter is not
only simpler to realize but also provides greater benefits. The benefits were, in
our experiment, related to developing a capability of maintaining and validating
knowledge through an integration of down- and upstream knowledge processing tools. We describe the principles of integration and relate them to pragmatic
challenges for the semantic web and to strategic directions of its evolution.

1 INTRODUCTION
Over the last two years we can observe an emphasis not only on designing and handcrafting ontologies, but also on their automated population. This is arguably the key to
bootstrapping the semantic web, thus making it more suitable for practical, largerscale applications. Current approaches to ontology population are based on various
techniques; e.g. automated pattern recognition and extraction on the Web [5, 8] and
web mining algorithms relying on information redundancy [2, 3].
Moreover, research into abstract infrastructures for the semantic web and into specialized tools for expert knowledge engineers [9] is complemented by tools for the
end users of the semantic web. These emerging tools support end users in annotating
documents [11]; in browsing semantically marked up spaces [14], or in integrating
web and semantic web resources [7]. They are characterized by applying rather than
developing knowledge models. Their authors stress the importance of achieving rapid
reward through good enough semantics rather than global completeness.
These developments may signal that semantic web research is moving from its
early vision and early adopter issues [1] to more pragmatic ones [12]. A pragmatic
challenge for the semantic web arises from the fact that “…when it comes to promoting the semantic web idea to web users as they have accumulated a 10 year experience with the web, only a truly superior product will win them over” [12].
From a pragmatist’s and practitioner’s perspective this argument can be translated
into a need to deliver added value to practical applications across a large part of the
knowledge processing (or management) chain. Shortcomings of the current version of
the semantic web are remarkably similar to problems with social tools in general [10].
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In this paper we address the strategic challenges of automated bootstrapping and
supporting both developers and end users. We investigate how information extraction
services might interact with the user to provide added value. This interplay of bootstrapping and user interaction issues has not been investigated so far. As a first step
towards understanding requirements on integrating different knowledge tools we conducted a case study in which we extended a user-centered tool for browsing the semantic web (Magpie), and integrated it with tools for extracting information from
visited pages (PANKOW and Armadillo). Linking end user tools with the knowledge
production tools is one approach to tackling the need for the creation of semantic applications addressing a larger part of the knowledge processing chain.
From the architectural point of view, there are several ways to realize such bootstrapping solutions. We consider two approaches to integrating the upstream and
downstream knowledge tools: one focusing on data aggregation and another focusing
on choreographing independent semantic services into a loose application that is capable of addressing the pragmatic issues of scalability, bootstrapping and simultaneous provision of rewards to both users and developers of the semantic web.
To illustrate the evolution of requirements for the semantic web, consider the evolution of Magpie applications. From a handcrafted solution supporting a fixed set of
actions [6], the work moved to an open solution with dynamically definable actions
for navigating the semantic web [7]. However, it fell short of realizing the pragmatic
vision of a knowledge management solution introduced earlier. As Magpie, other applications fall short of addressing the knowledge processing chain in its entirety. For
instance, Haystack [14] performs well on reuse and sharing but does not help with acquisition and maintenance. Protégé [9] does mostly representation with basic versioning and mapping support. GATE [4] (and its application in KIM) supports discovery
and annotation, but there is limited use, reuse and maintenance of the discovered
knowledge. Web browsers in general are good at knowledge presentation but not discovery, creation and maintenance.
In order to use the semantic web [7] a user needs a toolkit that efficiently connects
semantic and standard (i.e. non-semantic) browsing techniques, e.g. using the automated semantic annotation of web pages. However, the experience with Magpie
shows that this approach is often brittle [16]. Magpie recognizes terms in a web page
in real time with high precision whilst within an ontological domain. When a Magpie
lexicon is used outside the intended, well-defined domain, performance rapidly falls.
One way to tackle brittleness is by extending fast annotation techniques with some
form of knowledge discovery. This would allow more robust browsers for the semantic web. When we compare the brittle Magpie lexicons with those augmented by the
information extraction (IE) tool PANKOW [2] (see also [16]), the users’ performance
in an exploratory task indeed improved when using the augmented lexicons where the
domain boundaries were less brittle. However, this achievement came at the price of
not being able to generate lexicons in real time – knowledge discovery takes time.
Hence, the idea of robust browsing is clashing with real-time responsiveness. An
alternative path draws on the idea of having a ‘shell’ for building semantic web applications. Such a shell provides generic mechanisms for integrating the ontologies,
knowledge bases (KB) and web accessible resources with the hyperlinks, (semantic)
web services and tools interacting with them. Rather than producing applications for
browsing the semantic web, we propose to view them as the result of integrated,
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online solutions for knowledge management (on the semantic web). This vision is
novel, and as such, it is an intersection of three different areas: semantic web, web
services and knowledge management.
Here we use a larger-scale integration effort aimed at providing a practical knowledge management solution based on two premises. First, we turn standalone IE tools
into services. Second, these independent services are loosely connected in a virtual
framework from which a robust solution for implementing pragmatic semantic web
applications emerges. Our integration addresses the needs of both the end users (with
their interest in browsing, retrieving and annotating), and the developers (who need to
create and maintain KBs).

2 MOTIVATION FOR AN INTEGRATED APPLICATION
We believe that adoption of the semantic web depends on satisfying the different
needs of different users. Focusing solely on end users is rewarding in the short term,
but in addition to the instant, shallow and short-lived rewards, semantic applications
should offer sustainable, “delayed gratification” [15].
As a scenario, take a preparation of research review in a field. One starts with a
few explicit keywords and domain anchors. A large part of the review is about retrieving additional knowledge about the existing facts. In terms of a Magpie-based semantic application, semantic services may include e.g. “Find papers on theme Y”. In
addition to recalling and reusing the existing references, the review writing has a hidden but important exploratory component whereby we create new knowledge correlated with the existing facts. We want to create knowledge of e.g. “What has
argument A in common with person P”. The state-of-the-art tools support either
knowledge retrieval and reuse, or knowledge creation, but not both.
2.1 End user’s perspective: Towards more robust knowledge navigation
Fig. 1a shows extract of a web page annotated using a user-selected lexicon populated
from internal databases of research activities. As can be expected, concepts like
“Magpie” or “BuddySpace” are highlighted because they were explicitly defined in a
KB. However, a few potentially relevant concepts are ignored (e.g. “web services” or
“human language technology”). These are closely related to the existing terms but are
not in the KB. This is a sign of (i) an incomplete lexicon and (ii) ontology brittleness
(i.e. rapid degradation of performance when outside the intended domain).
To overcome brittleness, Fig. 1b shows a collection of additional concepts discovered by an offline IE tool. These relate to the ‘discourse’ of the user-selected lexicon,
yet do not currently exist in the KB, from which annotation lexicons are generated.
New concepts are mostly on the level of instances, but the IE tool (which supplies
these facts) also proposes a finer-grained classification using discovered classes such
as “Activity” or “Technology”. Fig. 1c shows some of the instances (e.g. “browsing
the web” or “workflow and agents”) already incorporated into the KB and used for
annotation. Importantly, items such as “workflow and agents” are not only highlighted
as “Research activities”, but the user can also invoke associated services to obtain ad-
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ditional knowledge about these discoveries; e.g. the semantic menu marked as n in
Fig. 1c shows services relevant to the discovered “workflow and agents” instance.
2.2 Engineer’s perspective: Towards automated knowledge maintenance
The challenge from section 2.1 is to avoid having the user manually entering and
committing the discoveries into a KB. Having a lexicon/KB that evolves and exhibits
learning and adaptation would obviously justify using the adjective “semantic”. From
engineer’s perspective, the downside is the manual filtering, validation and inclusion
of the suggestions from IE into the KB. In our experiments using IE tool PANKOW,
the existing lexicon of 1,800 concepts was extended by additional 273 organizations,
80 events, 176 technologies, etc. The engineer had to manually adjust classification
for 21-35% items. Linking PANKOW to another (validating) IE technique reduced
the need for adjustment (e.g. for events) to 8%. Thus, by integrating the pragmatic IE
techniques and by making them accessible from a semantic browser we achieved
benefits in terms of evolving knowledge and assuring its quality.
Benefits for the end user include more robust support for browsing, but also create
opportunity to personalize a generic, handcrafted KB. While the personalization was
not the focus of our case study, it is an important side-effect of our strategic aim to
develop a semantic application addressing a larger part of the knowledge processing
chain. Personalization, in turn, may lead to creating tools that are aware of such
pragmatic issues as trust or provenance [12].

3 TWO APPROACHES TO APPLICATION INTEGRATION
Architecturally, there are several ways to realize the strategic and pragmatic aims.
Two such approaches described below integrate different techniques, originally de-
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Fig. 1. Extract from a web page annotated with a brittle KB and lexicon (a), a list of KB extensions
proposed by PANKOW and visualized in Magpie collector (b), and the same page annotated by an extended KB/lexicon as learned by PANKOW and validated by Armadillo (c).
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veloped as standalone applications. Both approaches use the existing open semantic
services framework from Magpie [7]. From knowledge management perspective the
two integration approaches can be seen as interactive learning loops comprising
knowledge acquisition, extension, validation, presentation and reuse.
As shown in Fig. 2, one loop (starting by action 1 and ending with 8a) is shorter
and shallower. It acts as a channel for delivering newly acquired and potentially relevant facts to the user. We call this integration through aggregation, and discuss it in
section 4.1. The other loop (from 1 to 15, but replacing action 8a with 8b) is more
complex but it already addresses the issue of knowledge validity not only relevance.
This strategy facilitates integration through choreographing; details in section 4.2.
3.1 Knowledge reuse: Integration through aggregating applications
Information aggregation is “a service that gathers relevant information from multiple
sources” and “adds value by analyzing the aggregated information for specific objectives” [17]. Key capabilities of an aggregating service are: (i) to use multiple information sources, repositories or providers, and (ii) to act as a central hub in the
information exchange. Multiple providers of partial knowledge or information are
typically unaware of each other and rely on the central hub – the aggregator – to mediate between them. Aggregation, however, has several limitations.
First, knowledge maintenance is an asynchronous interaction among services. The
aggregator is likely to become a bottleneck. Also a tension arises between maintaining
the real-time responsiveness of the semantic application [6] and the quality of discovered knowledge. Second, the interaction that emerges from aggregating the discovered instances and their subsequent presentation is user-driven. As shown in Fig. 2,
this part of the integrative framework delivers rather trivial discoveries to the user. In
practice, knowledge delivery uses visual user interfaces of the Magpie plug-in. Magpie’s functionality has been described extensively e.g. in the context of supporting organizational memory [6] or online undergraduate education [7].
Trivial knowledge maintenance occurs by employing an IE service, which can be
plugged into Magpie using its trigger services facility [6]. The IE service is informed
about the web page the user visited by means of an asynchronous message. If new information is extracted, the user is alerted automatically via a trigger service interface,
where s/he can interact with the discovered instances. The interaction may comprise
the invocation of semantic menus, if there are any defined. However, most IE tools
only suggest a class membership of a new instance, no other properties.
The IE engine that has been published as a trigger service for Magpie and tested in
this particular role was PANKOW [2]. The aggregation of PANKOW discoveries in
Magpie’s collectors added value to the original Magpie’s capabilities, however, this
was limited due to mistakes in classifying discoveries and transient nature of the IE
service responses. Particularly the last factor is a major shortcoming of using an aggregation strategy. This design constraint allowed PANKOW to inform the user instantly, but the discoveries were discarded when the browsing session ended and
Magpie’s interfaces were reset. Knowledge that was not persistently stored in lexicons (i.e. serialized KBs) was lost for any future reuse. We should take in account not
only the amount of discovered knowledge but also its quality and extensibility.
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3.2 Knowledge creation: Integration through choreographing applications
The second approach to integrating semantic applications assumes a reflection on results acquired by one application in another one. Instead of instant knowledge presentation emphasized by aggregation, the emphasis shifts to knowledge validation. To
validate knowledge we need to go beyond mere discovery of additional facts in a corpus and their shallow classification [4]. In order to create new knowledge we need
two consecutive steps: (i) an instantiation of the discovered concepts to appropriate
classes, and (ii) shallow facts to be supported by relational knowledge.
Instead an instant user notification, the IE tool for validation is catching the output
of the initial fact discovery step. Thus, we do not aggregate additional services with
Magpie. Instead we create a choreographed sequence of standalone services. A choreographed process is defined by “the roles each party may play in the interaction; it
tracks the sequence of messages that may involve multiple parties and multiple
sources” [13]. While aggregation typically assumes the information exchange between services is controlled by a single party, choreography is different. It only tracks
the message sequence, where no party owns the conversation [13].
Knowledge persistence in an aggregating service is not a necessity, but in service
choreographing it is critical. Component services of a choreographed process need to
be aware of the states knowledge goes through – e.g. candidate, valid and extended
knowledge are different states. Simple knowledge retrieval and aggregation services,
such as described in [6] or in section 3.1, are state-less. The interaction is controlled
by the aggregator. By removing the aggregator as the owner of a conversation, the coordination among choreographed services needs to share knowledge states.
PANKOW was our first-pass IE service for discovering facts in a web page, and
delegated the results of the initial discovery to the Armadillo [3] service for maintenance. Armadillo was published into Magpie’s open services framework as a special
type of service that could be triggered by other services rather than the user’s interaction with a web page. It maintained a persistent record of discovered facts in a local
RDF store. The candidate facts from the store were checked against additional sources
on the Web using the principle of information redundancy [3]:
o By proving the existence of certain ‘expected’ relationships we were able to
create new knowledge about the discovered facts.

Fig. 2. Magpie – PANKOW – Armadillo interactions: aggregation (1-8a) and choreography (1-8b-15)
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The existence of the relationships using and extending the proposed class
membership of an instance could be seen as a form of IE validation.

A discovery is validated when a new relational knowledge can be obtained using the
ontological commitments made at an earlier stage. Once a fact is validated, it changes
its state from a candidate to knowledge. It can be committed to the public repository
containing the KB the original Magpie lexicon for annotating web pages was generated from. Magpie’s lexicons are explicit serializations of KBs, and obviously, a different lexicon will be created from a changed KB. Magpie’s support for loading a
lexicon from a remote URI is beneficial for maintaining knowledge. When Armadillo
validates PANKOW proposals and persistently publishes them in the RDF data store,
the changes are propagated to the user next time a lexicon is requested from the KB.

4 DISCUSSION
In our opinion, integration based on loose choreography of the independent services
into a larger-scale and robust semantic application is the way for meeting pragmatic
challenges for the semantic web. It draws on the pluralistic notion of the semantic
web being an open knowledge space with a variety of resources, which always mutually interact. If we want to highlight the primary benefit of choreography over aggregation, it is the aspect of ownership, scalability and an opportunity to bring in social
trust. Because there is no need to design a service overseeing the interaction of the
component tools, this simplifies the application development. Significant time can
thus be saved by the developers, who would otherwise need to re-design all tools involved (i.e. PANKOW, Armadillo and Magpie).
What the user receives in our integrated effort are candidate instances that pass
several validating tests together with some of their properties and relations to other instances. In respect to knowledge validity, our choreographed integration improves on
the individual component tools – mainly observable on the level of knowledge maintenance. While there are many techniques and strategies for knowledge discovery,
representation and reuse, the maintenance of knowledge is in its infancy. We are not
aware of any major research into robust and scalable knowledge maintenance.
Another important aspect is the capability of replicating creation of knowledge
from both, direct experiences and social interactions. In our experiments, the direct
experience is attributed to C-PANKOW drawing on the constructed hypotheses. The
social creation came in a shape of Armadillo looking into trusted and established information sources for obtaining additional evidence for creating new knowledge. To
generalize, this might be an approach to delivering a version of the semantic web,
which is both a formally and a socially constructed space, and which contrasts with
the current version, which mostly emphasizes formal, experience-based constructions.
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